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Abstract

We present the complete development of the theory of topological domains (regular
sets) in the Mizar formalism. It enveloped the lattice-theoretic foundations of the theory of domains that was given in [23] and in [12]. The aim is to present the main result
in [11] concerning certain characterizations of an extremally disconnected topological
space by means of properties of the lattice of domains and the main result in [12] concerning completeness of the lattice of domains of a topological space. Beforehand in
comparison with a mathematical vernacular we present the mizared de nitions of all
useful notions and the all theorems which are necessary to the explanations.
The development presented here uses extracts of articles in the Main Mizar Library
(MML), which have been fully checked by the PC Mizar System (Version 3.37). Therefore, we formulate only all de nitions and all theorems without the proof justi cations.
The full articles with proofs are available in the MML distributed together with the
PC Mizar System.
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1 Introduction
The purpose of this paper is to give the complete development of the theory of topological
domains in the Mizar formalism. It should be noted that our approach has lattice{theoretic
foundations. Therefore, we rst present necessary parts of the theory of topological spaces
([6], [7]) and the theory of lattices ([24], [1]) which are available in the Main Mizar Library
(MML). We next present the main result in [11] on certain characterizations of an extremally
disconnected topological space by means of properties of the lattice of domains and the
main result in [12] on completeness of the lattice of domains of a topological space. Because
recently the library evolves quite fast, it should be mentioned, that it is the stage of the
MML that ts the 3.37 version of the PC Mizar System.
The theory of closed and of open domains has been introduced by Kuratowski [15] in
connection with the closure and the interior operations in topological spaces and by Stone
[19] in connections with the theory of Boolean algebras. Subsequently, it has been extensively
investigated by several authors (see e.g. Birkho [2], Tarski [21], MacNeille [17]).
Let us recall the concepts of closed and of open domains. Let X be a topological space
and let A be a subset of X . A is said to be a closed domain (or regularly closed set ) if
A = Int A, and A is said to be an open domain (or regularly open set ) if A = Int A (see e.g.
[15], [13]). In the family of all closed domains in X let us de ne two binary operations _
and ^ in the following way : A _ B = A [ B and A ^ B = Int (A \ B ), where A and B are
arbitrary closed domains. Similarly, in the family of all open domains in X let us de ne two
binary operations _ and ^ in the following way : A _ B = Int A [ B and A ^ B = A \ B ,
where A and B are arbitrary open domains. It is well known (see e.g. [2], [16]) that for a
given topological space all its closed domains with operations _ and ^ de ned above form
a complete Boolean lattice, and similarly all its open domains with analogous operations _
and ^ form a complete Boolean lattice, too.
A simple generalization of the notions of closed and of open domains is the following
one : A is said to be a domain (or a regular set ) in X provided Int A  A  Int A (see [7]
and compare [10] where a domain is called a condensed set ). Of course, any closed domain
is a domain and any open domain is a domain, too.
In [23] and [12] certain connections between these concepts of domains have been introduced and studied. In particular, in the family of all domains of a given topological
space X two binary operations _ and ^ have been de ned. They are de ned as follows :
A _ B = Int A [ B [ (A [ B ) and A ^ B = Int (A \ B ) \ (A \ B ), where A and B are arbitrary
domains in X . In [23] it has been proved that all domains of a given topological space with
the operations _ and ^ de ned above form a complemented lattice. In the same paper it
has been shown that both the lattice of open domains and the lattice of closed domains
are sublattices of the lattice of all domains. In [12] it has been proved an extension of an
analogous theorem for the lattices of closed and of open domains; namely that the lattice
of all domains of a given topological space is complete.
In [11] a condition whether the lattice of all domains of a given topological space is
Boolean has been formulated. To present that one we rst recall a de nition of a class
of topological spaces which is important here. A topological space X is called extremally
disconnected if for every open subset A of X the closure A is open in X [20] (comp. [14],
[8]). In [11] the following characterization has been obtained. The lattice of all domains of
a topological space X is modular if and only if X is extremally disconnected. Moreover,
for every extremally disconnected space the lattice of all its domains coincide with both the
lattice of all its closed domains and the lattice of all its open domains. Using these facts the
following characterization of extremally disconnected spaces generalizing the previous one
has been obtained. Namely, the lattice of all domains of a topological space X is Boolean if
and only if X is extremally disconnected. The aim here is to present of these results using
the Mizar formalism.
The paper is written for people who are a little more familiar with the Mizar language;
hence, a casual reader may have to refer rst to some of the cited paper e.g. [22], [3].
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2 Topological spaces in Mizar
In this section we present all necessary facts on topological spaces formulated in the Mizar
formalism. To the explanation we use extracts of the articles [6] and [7], which are available
in the MML.

2.1 Mizared de nition of topological spaces

We mean by a topological space (see [13] and comp. [8]) a pair (X; T ) consisting of a set X
and a family T of subsets of X satisfying the following conditions :
(1) X 2 T ;
(2) if U1 2 T and U2 2 T , then U1S\ U2 2 T ;
(3) if U is a subfamily of T , then U 2 T .
The set X is called a space and the family T is called the topology of X . The elements of
X are called points of the space, and the subsets of X are called subsets of the space. A
subset of the space X belonging to T is called open and its complement is called closed.
In Mizar the de nition of a topological space is somewhat di erent than this one given
above and has been done in three succeeding steps. It has been de ned rst a two elds
structure mode called TopStruct, which has as a pre x the structure mode 1-sorted. It
looks as follows (see [6]).
struct(1-sorted) TopStruct (# carrier -> non-empty set,
topology -> Subset-Family of the carrier #);

In the structure de nition there occur two symbols of selectors : carrier and topology.
The symbol carrier corresponds to the rst eld of this structure and the symbol topology
corresponds to the second one. Thus the carrier and the topology are eld terms and
the rst one has the type non-empty set and the second one has the type Subset-Family
of the carrier. Observe that the eld term the carrier there occurs in the pattern of
that structure mode. Now if X has a type which widens to the type TopStruct, then the
carrier of X and the topology of X are selector terms and the rst one has the type
non-empty set and the second one has the type Subset-Family of the carrier of X.
In the next step, we can de ne for every structure of a type which widens to the type
TopStruct the attribute TopSpace-like, using the Clustered Attribute De nition. Every
such attributed structure must satis ed all of the conditions (1), (2) and (3) given above.
It has been done in the following way (comp. [6]).
definition mode TopSpace-like -> TopStruct means :: PRE TOPC:def 1
the carrier of it the topology of it &
(for F being Subset-Family of the carrier of it st
F
the topology of it holds
union F the topology of it) &
(for A,B being Subset of the carrier of it st
A the topology of it & B
the topology of it holds
A
B the topology of it);
end;
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In a correctness condition to this de nition the existence of a structure of the type
has been justi ed. In e ect this de nition produces an existential cluster, which ensures that the class of all structures of the type TopSpace-like
TopStruct is nonempty. Now, every structure of a type which widens to the type TopSpace
-like TopStruct is a structure satisfying all of the conditions given in the de nition of a
topological space. So, in the last step we can de ne the notion of a topological space as the
TopSpace-like TopStruct
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type TopSpace coinciding with the type TopSpace-like
Mode De nition. It looks as follows (comp. [6]).

TopStruct

using the Expandable

definition mode TopSpace is TopSpace-like TopStruct;
end;

The existential cluster has been constructed next, which ensures that the class of all
structures of the type TopSpace with the attribute strict, hence the class of all structures
of the type TopSpace, is nonempty.
definition
cluster strict TopSpace;
end;

Note that the meaning of the attribute strict in Mizar is very dicult to explain (see
[22]). It requires a separate presentation, and in this paper it will be omitted.
To complete this subsection let us draw the following tree of the Mizar types. Here and
subsequently the arrow indicates the direction of widening of types provided automatically
by the Mizar System.



TopStruct
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TopSpace-like TopStruct



=


TopSpace




2.2 Subsets and subspaces in topological spaces

In [6], using the Expandable Mode De nition, the types Point of X and Subset of X have
been introduced. But earlier the identi er X of the type TopSpace has been reserved. The
reservation xes X for a structure of the type TopSpace either in a whole Mizar article (i.e.
from the reservation to the end of an article) or in its part till to a next reservation of the
same identi er.
reserve X for TopSpace;

definition let X;
mode Point of X is Element of the carrier of X;
end;
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definition let X;
mode Subset of X is set of Point of X;
end;

Next, using the Functor De nition, two functors ;(X) and (X) have been de ned. They
have the type Subset of X. From the theorems presented below it follows that ;(X) equals
; and (X) equals the carrier of X. But neither ; nor the carrier of X do not have
the type Subset of X.
definition let X;
func (X) -> Subset of X means :: PRE TOPC:def 2
it = the carrier of X;
func (X) -> Subset of X means :: PRE TOPC:def 3
it =
the carrier of X;
end;

;
;

theorem :: PRE TOPC:11
(T) = ;

;

;

theorem :: PRE TOPC:12
(X) = the carrier of X;

Using the Predicate De nition, two predicates A is open and A is closed have been
de ned. But rst the identi er A of the type Subset of X has been reserved globally.
reserve A for Subset of X;
definition let X,A;
pred A is open means :: PRE TOPC:def 4
A the topology of X;
end;

2

definition let X,A;
pred A is closed means :: PRE TOPC:def 5
(X) n A is open;
end;

Next, using the Functor De nition, two functors Cl A and Int A of the type Subset of
have been introduced, the rst one in [6] and the second one in [7]. These functors yield
the closure and the interior in an arbitrary topological space (comp. [15], [13] and [8]).

X

definition let X be TopSpace, A be Subset of X;
func Cl A -> Subset of X means :: PRE TOPC:def 11
for p being Point of X holds
p
it iff for G being Subset of X st G is open holds
p G implies A
G <> (X);
end;

2

2

definition let X be TopSpace, A be Subset of X;
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\

;

func Int A -> Subset of X means :: TOPS_1:def 1
it = (Cl(A`))`;
end;

It should be noted that in the above de nition A` means the complement of A in X.
The operations Cl and Int have a lot of remarkable properties; they may be found in
the MML in [6], [7], [23] and [12].
In [6], using the Mode De nition, the type SubSpace of X has been de ned. Afterwards
the existential cluster for this type has been done.
definition let X;
mode SubSpace of X -> TopSpace means :: PRE TOPC:def 8
(it)
(X) &
for P being Subset of it holds P the topology of it iff
ex Q being Subset of X st Q the topology of X & P = Q
end;



2

2

\

(it);

definition let X;
cluster strict SubSpace of X;
end;

2.3 Domains in topological spaces

In [7], using the Predicate De nition, three predicates A is domain, A is closed domain
and A is open domain have been introduced. Of course, the mizared de nitions of these
predicates are just the same as those given in the introduction.
definition let X,A;
pred A is domain means :: TOPS 1:def 6
Int(Cl A)
A & A
Cl(Int A);
pred A is closed domain means :: TOPS 1:def 7
A = Cl(Int A);
pred A is open domain means :: TOPS 1:def 8
A = Int(Cl A);
end;





Based on [7] and [23], we present below selected properties of domains, closed domains
and open domains (comp. [15], [13], [16]).
theorem :: TOPS_1:106
A is_closed & A is_domain iff A is_closed_domain;

theorem :: TOPS_1:107
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A is_open & A is_domain iff A is_open_domain;

theorem :: TOPS 1:108
A is closed domain & B is closed domain implies A

[B

theorem :: TOPS 1:109
A is open domain & B is open domain implies A

is open domain;

\B

is closed domain;

theorem :: TOPS_1:111
A is_domain implies Int A is_domain & Cl A is_domain;

theorem :: TDLAT_1:16
for A being Subset of X st A is_domain holds A` is_domain;

theorem :: TDLAT 1:17
for A,B being Subset of X st A is domain & B is domain holds
Int(Cl(A B)) (A B) is domain & Cl(Int(A B)) (A B) is domain;

[

[

[

\

\

\

theorem :: TDLAT_1:22
for A being Subset of X holds Cl(Int A) is_closed_domain;

theorem :: TDLAT_1:23
for A being Subset of X holds Int(Cl A) is_open_domain;

theorem :: TDLAT_1:24
for A being Subset of X st A is_domain holds Cl A is_closed_domain;

theorem :: TDLAT_1:25
for A being Subset of X st A is_domain holds Int A is_open_domain;

theorem :: TDLAT_1:26
for A being Subset of X st A is_domain holds Cl A` is_closed_domain;
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theorem :: TDLAT_1:27
for A being Subset of X st A is_domain holds Int A` is_open_domain;

Note that in [12] the closure and the interior operations for families of subsets of topological spaces have been introduced and their important properties have been presented
(comp. [13], [15]). Using these notions, certain properties of domains, closed domains and
open domains have been studied (comp. [15], [13], [16], [8]).

3 Special topological spaces
In this section, based on [11], we present some of the standard facts on discrete, antidiscrete, almost discrete, extremally disconnected and hereditarily extremally disconnected
topological spaces formulated in the Mizar formalism (comp. [14], [8]).

3.1 Discrete spaces

We start with presentation of discrete topological structures in Mizar. In [11], using the
Attribute De nition, for every structure of a type which widens to the type TopStruct the
attributes discrete and anti-discrete have been introduced. It has been done as follows.
definition
attr discrete -> TopStruct means :: TDLAT 3:def 1
the topology of it = bool the carrier of it;
attr anti-discrete -> TopStruct means :: TDLAT 3:def 2
the topology of it =
, the carrier of it ;
end;

f;

g

Note that bool A means in Mizar the power set of A.
The existential cluster has been done next, which guarantees that the class of all structures of the type TopStruct with the attributes discrete anti-discrete strict, hence
the class of all structures of the type discrete anti-discrete TopStruct, is nonempty.
It looks as follows.
definition
cluster discrete anti-discrete strict TopStruct;
end;

Afterwards two conditional clusters have been de ned and proved. The rst one ensures
that every type which widens to the type discrete TopStruct widens also to the type
TopSpace-like TopStruct and hence to the type TopSpace. Similarly, the second one
ensures that every type which widens to the type anti-discrete TopStruct widens also
to the type TopSpace-like TopStruct and hence to the type TopSpace.
definition
cluster discrete -> TopSpace-like TopStruct;
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cluster anti-discrete -> TopSpace-like TopStruct;
end;

Next, for every structure of a type which widens to the type TopStruct the attribute
has been introduced.

almost discrete

definition
attr almost discrete -> TopStruct means :: TDLAT 3:def 3
for A being Subset of the carrier of it st
A the topology of it holds
(the carrier of it) n A the topology of it;
end;

2

2

Then two conditional clusters have been de ned and proved. These ones ensure that every type which widens either to the type discrete TopStruct or to the type anti-discrete
TopStruct widens also to the type almost discrete TopStruct.
definition
cluster discrete -> almost_discrete TopStruct;
cluster anti-discrete -> almost_discrete TopStruct;
end;

Afterwards the existential cluster has been constructed, which guarantees that the class
of all structures of the type almost discrete strict TopStruct, hence the class of all
structures of the types almost discrete TopStruct, is nonempty.
definition
cluster almost_discrete strict TopStruct;
end;
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The net of the types de ned above looks like this.
TopStruct

TopSpace

almost discrete TopStruct

discrete TopStruct

6

anti-discrete TopStruct
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We can now present discrete topological spaces in Mizar. In [11], the following two
existential clusters have been constructed. The rst one guarantees that the class of all
structures of the type discrete anti-discrete TopSpace is nonempty and the second
one guarantees that the class of all structures of the type almost discrete TopSpace is
nonempty.
definition
cluster discrete anti-discrete strict TopSpace;
cluster almost_discrete strict TopSpace;
end;

Then two conditional clusters have been de ned and proved. These ones ensure that every type which widens either to the type discrete TopSpace or to the type anti-discrete
TopSpace widens also to the type almost discrete TopSpace.
definition
cluster discrete -> almost_discrete TopSpace;
cluster anti-discrete -> almost_discrete TopSpace;
end;
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Now the tree of these types looks like this.
TopSpace


 ?

almost discrete TopSpace




?

discrete TopSpace



 

I@

@




anti-discrete TopSpace




3.2 Extremally disconnected spaces

The mizared de nition of extremally disconnected topological spaces has been done in [11].
Using the Attribute De nition, for every structure of a type which widens to the type
TopSpace the attribute extremally disconnected has been introduced as in the de nition
presented below. The de niens of this de nition is the same as in the well known de nition
of extremally disconnected spaces [19] (comp. [14] or [8]).
definition
attr extremally disconnected -> TopSpace means :: TDLAT 3:def 4
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for A being Subset of it st A is open holds Cl A is open;
end;

Then the following existential cluster has been constructed. It guarantees, in particular, that the class of all structures of the type extremally disconnected TopSpace is
nonempty.
definition
cluster extremally_disconnected strict TopSpace;
end;

Any extremally disconnected topological space can be characterized by certain properties
of the family of all its domains. Some of these ones are listed in the theorems given below
(see [11]).
reserve X for TopSpace;

theorem :: TDLAT_3:34
X is extremally_disconnected iff
for A being Subset of X st A is_domain holds A is_closed & A is_open;

theorem :: TDLAT_3:35
X is extremally_disconnected iff
for A being Subset of X st A is_domain holds
A is_closed_domain & A is_open_domain;

theorem :: TDLAT_3:36
X is extremally_disconnected iff
for A being Subset of X st A is_domain holds Int Cl A = Cl Int A;

theorem :: TDLAT_3:38
X is extremally_disconnected iff
for A being Subset of X holds
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(A is_open_domain implies A is_closed_domain) &
(A is_closed_domain implies A is_open_domain);

It is well known that there exists an extremally disconnected topological space with a
subspace which is not extremally disconnected (see e.g. [8]). So, the de nition of the type
TopSpace with the attribute hereditarily extremally disconnected is sensible. It has
been done in [11] as follows.
definition
attr hereditarily_extremally_disconnected ->
TopSpace means :: TDLAT_3:def 5
for X0 being SubSpace of it holds X0 is extremally_disconnected;
end;

Afterwards the existential cluster for the type hereditarily extremally disconnected
has been constructed.

TopSpace

definition
cluster hereditarily_extremally_disconnected strict TopSpace;
end;

Then two conditional clusters have been de ned. The rst one guarantees that every
type which widens to the type hereditarily extremally disconnected TopSpace widens
also to the type extremally disconnected TopSpace. The second one guarantees that
every type which widens to the type almost discrete TopSpace widens also to the type
hereditarily extremally disconnected TopSpace.
definition
cluster
hereditarily_extremally_disconnected -> extremally_disconnected TopSpace;
cluster
almost_discrete -> hereditarily_extremally_disconnected TopSpace;
end;

So, the previous tree of types extends to the following one.
12
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TopSpace







extremally disconnected TopSpace
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hereditarily extremally disconnected TopSpace




6

almost discrete TopSpace







Remarks. The clustering constructions are very useful in Mizar. For instance the
following Mizar sentence
for X being almost_discrete TopSpace holds
X is extremally_disconnected;

is obvious for the Mizar System. Moreover, the following sentence
for X being discrete TopStruct holds
X is hereditarily_extremally_disconnected TopSpace;

is also obvious (note that in it TopSpace can be dropped).

4 Lattices in Mizar
In this section we present all necessary facts from the theory of lattices formulated in the
Mizar formalism. To the explanation we use extracts of the articles [24] and [1], which are
available in the MML.

4.1 Mizared de nition of lattices

We mean by a lattice (see [2], [9] and comp. [4]) a nonempty set L together with two binary
operations _ and ^ de ned on L satisfying the following conditions :
(1) a _ b = b _ a and a ^ b = b ^ a;
(2) a _ (b _ c) = (a _ b) _ c and a ^ (b ^ c) = (a ^ b) ^ c;
(3) a = a _ (a ^ b) and a = a ^ (a _ b);
(4) a _ a = a and a ^ a = a.
The operations _ and ^ are called the join and the meet, respectively. It should be noted
that there is the other way of de ning lattices, based on the notion of order (see [2]).
13

In Mizar the de nition of lattices is quite similar to given above. It has been done in
several steps. First, a three elds structure mode called LattStr with the pre x 1-sorted
has been constructed. Then, the attribute Lattice-like for the type LattStr, which forms
the type Lattice, has been de ned.
The structure de nition of LattStr looks as follows (comp. [24]).
struct(1-sorted) LattStr  carrier -> non-empty set,
L join,L meet -> BinOp of the carrier

;

In the de nition of this structure mode there occur the following three symbols of selectors of elds : carrier, L join and L meet. If G has a type which widens to the type
LattStr, then the selector term the carrier of G has the type non-empty set and the
selector terms the L join of G and the L meet of G have the type of the BinOp of the
carrier of G. Here every function of the type BinOp of A has in Mizar the meaning of a
binary operation on the set A (i.e. has the type Function of [:A,A:],A).
Using the Functor De nition, for given structure G of the type LattStr two functors
p t q and p u q of the type Element of the carrier of G have been de ned. These
ones correspond to the binary operations _ and ^, respectively, given above. But earlier
the identi ers G of the type LattStr and p, q of the type Element of the carrier of G
have been reserved globally.
reserve G for LattStr;
reserve p,q for Element of the carrier of G;
definition let G,p,q;
func p q -> Element of the carrier of G means :: LATTICES:def 1
it = (the L join of G).(p,q);
func p q -> Element of the carrier of G means :: LATTICES:def 2
it = (the L meet of G).(p,q);
end;

t

u

Next, using the Predicate De nition, for given structure G of the type LattStr the
predicate p  q has been introduced. It corresponds to a relation, which will has been
de ned a partial order in every structure of the type Lattice.
definition let G,p,q;
pred p  q means :: LATTICES:def 3
p q = q;
end;

t

For given structure G of the type LattStr the type Subset
been done in [1], using the Expandable Mode De nition.

of G

can be de ned. It has

definition let G be LattStr;
mode Subset of G is Subset of the carrier of G;
end;

We are ready now to give the de nition of lattices in Mizar. We can de ne for every
structure of a type which widens to the type LattStr the attribute Lattice-like with the
14

de niens given by (1) - (3), using the Clustered Attribute De nition. It has been done as
follows (comp. [24]).
definition
mode Lattice-like -> LattStr means :: LATTICES:def 4
(for a,b being Element of the carrier of it holds a b = b
(for a,b,c being Element of the carrier of it
holds a (b c) = (a b)
(for a,b being Element of the carrier of it holds (a b) b
(for a,b being Element of the carrier of it holds a b = b
(for a,b,c being Element of the carrier of it
holds a (b c) = (a b)
(for a,b being Element of the carrier of it holds a (a b)
end;

t

t

u

t

u

u
u

u

t a)

t

u

t

t

&

t c)

&
= b) &
a) &

u

u c)

&
= a);

Now every structure of a type which widens to the type Lattice-like LattStr is
a structure satisfying all of the conditions given in the de nition of a lattice. So, we can
introduce the notion of a lattice as the type Lattice coinciding with the type Lattice-like
LattStr, using the Expandable Mode De nition. It has been done as follows (comp. [6]).
definition
mode Lattice is Lattice-like LattStr;
end;

In a correctness condition to previous de nition the existence of a structure of the type
has been proved. In e ect that de nition produces an existential
cluster, which guarantees that the class of all structures of the type Lattice-like LattStr
is nonempty. On the other hand the following existential cluster has been constructed. It
guarantees that the class of all structures of the type strict Lattice, hence the class of
all structures of the type Lattice, is nonempty.
Lattice-like LattStr

definition
cluster strict Lattice;
end;
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The tree of the Mizar types de ned above looks like this.
LattStr




Lattice-like LattStr



=


Lattice




In [5], using the Mode De nition, for every structure L of a type which widens to the
type Lattice the type SubLattice of L has been introduced. Afterwards the existential
cluster for this type has been done.
15

definition let L be Lattice;
mode SubLattice of L -> Lattice means :: NAT LAT:def 16
the carrier of it
the carrier of L &
the L join of it =
(the L join of L)|[:the carrier of it,the carrier of it:] &
the L meet of it =
(the L meet of L)|[:the carrier of it,the carrier of it:];
end;



definition let L be Lattice;
cluster strict SubLattice of L;
end;

Note that in the previous de nition | is the restriction operation and [:A,B:] denotes the
Cartesian product of the sets A and B

4.2 Special lattices

In this subsection, based on [24], we present mizared de nitions of the distributive, modular,
complemented and Boolean lattices (comp. [2], [9]). Let us recall that a distributive lattice
is a lattice which satis es one of the equivalent conditions :
(5) a ^ (b _ c) = (a ^ b) _ (a ^ c),
(6) a _ (b ^ c) = (a _ b) ^ (a _ c).
In mizared de nition we use the rst one. Namely, we introduce for every structure
of a type which widens to the type Lattice the attribute distributive, using Clustered
Attribute De nition. It has been done in the following way.
definition
mode distributive -> Lattice means :: LATTICES:def 5
for a,b,c being Element of the carrier of it
holds a (b c) = (a b) (a c);
end;

u

t

u

t

u

We de ne next the type D Lattice as the type distributive Lattice, using the Expandable Mode De nition. Then we can construct the existential cluster for this type. It
has been done as follows.
definition
mode D_Lattice is distributive Lattice;
end;

definition
cluster strict D_Lattice;
end;
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Let us recall that a modular lattice is a lattice which satis es the following conditions :
(7) if a  b, then a _ (b ^ c) = a ^ (b _ c).
Mizared de nition of modularity is the same. Similarly as in the de nition of distributivity, we can introduce for every structure of a type which widens to the type Lattice the
attribute modular with the de niens given by (7), using the Clustered Attribute De nition.
One can de ne next the type M Lattice as the type modular Lattice, using the Expandable Mode De nition. Then we can construct an existential cluster for this type. It has been
done as follows.
definition
mode modular -> Lattice means :: LATTICES:def 6
for a,b,c being Element of the carrier of it st a  c
holds a (b c) = (a
end;

t

u

t b) u c;

definition
mode M_Lattice is modular Lattice;
end;

definition
cluster strict M_Lattice;
end;

Before the mizared de nition of complemented lattices we give rst the de nitions of
certain special lattice elements. Using the Conditional Functor De nition, we can de ne for
given lattice L (of the type Lattice of course) two functors ? L and > L of the type Element
of the carrier of L. The rst one corresponds to the least element 0 and the second one
corresponds to the greatest element 1 in a bound lattice (comp. [9]). It has been done in
[24] as follows.
reserve L for Lattice, a,b,c for Element of the carrier of L;
definition let L;
assume ex c st for a holds c a = c;
func ? L -> Element of the carrier of L means :: LATTICES:def 10
it a = it;
end;

u

u

definition let L;
assume ex c st for a holds c a = c;
func > L -> Element of the carrier of L means :: LATTICES:def 11
it a = it;
end;

t

t

In [24], the type 01 Lattice which extends to the type Lattice has been introduced.
It corresponds to the concept of bound lattices with the least element 0 and the greatest
17

element 1 (comp. [9]). Let us recall that in a bound lattice L two its elements a and b are
said to be complementary, whenever
(8) a _ b = 1 and a ^ b = 0.
Any element complementary to a is called a complement of a in L (see e.g. [9]). This
concept has been de ned in Mizar similarly. It uses the Conditional Predicate De nition
and it is de ned as the predicate a is a complement of b with the de niens given by (8),
where a,b have the type Element of the carrier of L and L has the type Lattice with
the permissivness condition : L is 01 Lattice. So, this predicate is de ned in fact to the
type 01 Lattice. Precisely, it looks as follows.
definition let L,a,b;
assume L is 01 Lattice;
pred a is a complement of b means :: LATTICES:def 12
a b = > L & a b = ? L;
end;

t

u

We are ready now to de ne the concept of complemented lattices. Let us recall that
(comp. [9]) a complemented lattice is a bound lattice which satis es the following conditions :
(9) for every a there exists b such that a is complement of b.
This de nition in Mizar has been done in the same way (comp. [24]). First, using
the Clustered Attribute De nition, For every structure of a type which widens to the type
01 Lattice the attribute complemented, with the de niens given by (9), has been introduced. Next, the type C Lattice as the type complemented 01 Lattice has been de ned
and the existential cluster for this type has been constructed.
definition
mode complemented -> 01_Lattice means :: LATTICES:def 13
for b being Element of the carrier of it
ex a being Element of the carrier of it st a is_a_complement_of b;
end;

definition
mode C_Lattice is complemented 01_Lattice;
end;

definition
cluster strict C_Lattice;
end;

Let us recall that a Boolean lattice is any distributive complemented lattice (see [9] and
comp. [2]). In Mizar this de nition is just the same. Namely, for every structure of a type
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which widens to the type C Lattice the attribute Boolean, with the de niens which says
that this structure is distributive, has been introduced (comp. [24]).
definition
mode Boolean -> C_Lattice means :: LATTICES:def 14
it is distributive;
end;

Afterwards the type B Lattice as the type Boolean
the existential cluster for this type has been constructed.
definition
mode B_Lattice is Boolean C_Lattice;
end;

definition
cluster strict B_Lattice;
end;

The tree of the lattice types looks like this.
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C Lattice

has been de ned and





? 6 6
?
 = 

 


 = 
 

 
 6 
 = 

 6 





=
 

Lattice

M Lattice

modular Lattice

D Lattice

distributive Lattice

01 Lattice

complemented 01 Lattice

C Lattice

B Lattice

Boolean C Lattice

Unfortunately the widening of the type D Lattice to the type M Lattice and the widening
of the type B Lattice to the type D Lattice are not supported automatically. Because
in the MML the corresponding conditional clusters do not exist. But these widenings are
accessible because of the following two theorems.
reserve L for D_Lattice;

theorem :: LATTICES:35
L is modular;

reserve L for B_Lattice;

theorem :: LATTICES:59
L is D_Lattice;

The second widening is accessible also by the de nitional expansion of the de nition
of the attribute Boolean (it is supported automatically), or by the de nitional theorem,
which is automatically created from the de nition of the attribute Boolean (here a label is
needed).
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4.3 Complete lattices

that a lattice V
is said to be complete if for every its subset A both the supremum
WLetAusof recall
A and the in mum A of A exist (see [2], [9]). Mizared de nition ofWcomplete lattices
is somewhat di erent. It uses in fact of the existence of the supremum A. It has been

done in [1] as follows. First, using the Predicate De nition, for given structure L of the
type LattStr two predicates p is less than A and A is less than p with the synonyms
A is great than p and p is great than A, respectively, have been introduced.
definition let L be LattStr, p be Element of L, A be set;
pred p is less than A means :: LATTICE3:def 16
for q being Element of L st q A holds p  q;
synonym A is great than p;
pred A is less than p means :: LATTICE3:def 17
for q being Element of L st q A holds q  p;
synonym p is great than A;
end;

2
2

Then using the Attribute De nition, for every structure of a type which widens to the
type LattStr the attribute complete has been introduced as in the following de nition.
definition
attr complete -> LattStr means :: LATTICE3:def 18
for A being set
ex p being Element of it st A is less than p &
for r being Element of it st A is less than r holds p
end;

 r;

Afterwards using the AttributeW De nition, for every Vstructure of a type which widens to
the type LattStr two attributes -distributive and -distributive have been de ned
and
the following Vexistential cluster for the type Lattice with the attributes complete
W-distributive
-distributive strict has been constructed. In particular, it ensures
that the class of all structures of the type complete Lattice is nonempty.
definition
cluster complete
end;

W-distributive V-distributive strict Lattice;

Next, for every structure L of a type which widens to Wthe type LattStr
V and satisfying
the condition : L is complete Lattice, two functors (A,L) and (A,L) have been
introduced. They have meaning of the supremum and of the in mum, respectively.

W

definition let L be LattStr such that L is complete Lattice; let A be set;
func (A,L) -> Element of L means :: LATTICE3:def 21
A is less than it &
for r being Element of L st A is less than r holds it  r;
end;

V
Wf

definition let L be LattStr, A be set;
func (A,L) -> Element of L means :: LATTICE3:def 22
it = ( p where p is Element of L : p is less than A ,L);
end;

g

The existence conditions to the both de nitions have been proved. These guarantee
that for every structure L of a type which widens
W to theVtype LattStr and satisfying the
condition : L is complete Lattice, both (A,L) and (A,L) exist. In particular, it is
also true for the structures of the type complete Lattice.
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5 Lattices of domains of a topological space

5.1 The lattice of domains

We are ready now to introduce in Mizar the concept of the lattice of domains of a topological
space. It has been done by Toshihiko Watanabe in [23]. First, for a given topological space
X, i.e. for X of the type TopSpace (more for X of the type widens to the type TopSpace),
the aggregate
LattStr

 Domains of

X,Domains Union X,Domains Meet X



has been constructed. It is created by application of the aggregate functor
LattStr



,

,



to the following list of functor terms Domains of X, Domains Union X and Domains Meet
. These functors, de ned below, have the required types as in the de nition of the structure mode LattStr given in the subsection 4.1. Namely, Domains of X has the type
non-empty set, and both Domains Union X and Domains Meet X have the type BinOp of
the Domains of X. So, this aggregate is a structure of the type LattStr.
Domains of X consists of all domains of the topological space X. Therefore in particular,
it has the type Subset-Family of the carrier of X. Precise Mizar de nition looks as
follows.
X

definition let X be TopSpace;
func Domains_of X ->
non-empty Subset-Family of the carrier of X means :: TDLAT_1:def 1
it = {A where A is Subset of X : A is_domain};
end;

Both Domains Union X and Domains Meet X are binary operations on Domains of X.
The value of the rst one is Int A [ B [ (A [ B ), and the value of the second one is
Int(A \ B ) \ (A \ B ), where A and B are arbitrary domains in X . Observe that the
functor Domains Union X has the abbreviation D-Union X and the functor Domains Meet
X has the abbreviation D-Meet X.
definition let X be TopSpace;
func Domains Union X -> BinOp of Domains of X means :: TDLAT 1:def 2
for A,B being Element of Domains of X holds
it.(A,B) = Int(Cl(A B)) (A B);
synonym D-Union X;
end;

[

[

[

definition let X be TopSpace;
func Domains Meet X -> BinOp of Domains of X means :: TDLAT 1:def 3
for A,B being Element of Domains of X holds
it.(A,B) = Cl(Int(A B)) (A B);
synonym D-Meet X;
end;

\
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\

\

Afterwards the following important theorem has been proved. We also give the skeleton
of the Mizar proof of it.
theorem :: TDLAT 1:30
for X being TopSpace holds
LattStr  Domains of X,D-Union X,D-Meet X

 is

C Lattice;

proof let X be TopSpace;
set L = LattStr  Domains of X,D-Union X,D-Meet X
L is Lattice
@proof end;
then reconsider L as Lattice;
L is 01 Lattice
@proof end;
then reconsider L as 01 Lattice;
L is C Lattice
@proof end;
hence thesis;
end;

;

This theorem says that the aggregate
LattStr

 Domains of

X,Domains Union X,Domains Meet X



is a structure of the type C Lattice. So, we can introduce the functor Domains Lattice X,
which is a structure of the type complemented Lattice and it is equal to that aggregate.
Precise Mizar de nition has been done in [23] as follows.
definition let X be TopSpace;
func Domains Lattice X -> C Lattice means :: TDLAT 1:def 4
it = LattStr  Domains of X,Domains Union X,Domains Meet X
end;

;

Roughly speaking, Domains Lattice X is the (complemented) lattice of all domains of
the topological space X . Basic properties of this lattice are listed below.
theorem :: TDLAT_2:86
the carrier of Domains_Lattice X = Domains_of X;

theorem :: TDLAT 2:87
for a, b being Element of Domains Lattice X
for A, B being Element of Domains of X st a = A & b = B holds
a b = Int(Cl(A B)) (A B) & a b = Cl(Int(A B)) (A B);

t

[

[

theorem :: TDLAT 2:88
? (Domains Lattice X) = X &

;

[

u

> (Domains Lattice

\

X) =

\

\

X;

theorem :: TDLAT 2:89
for a, b being Element of Domains Lattice X
for A, B being Element of Domains of X st a = A & b = B holds
a  b iff A c= B;
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5.2 The lattices of closed domains and of open domains

The concepts of the lattices of closed domains and of open domains of a topological space
have been introduced in Mizar similarly as the lattice of domains (see [23] and comp. [2],
[16]). For given X of the type TopSpace (more for X of a type which widens to the type
TopSpace) the aggregate
LattStr Closed Domains of X,Closed Domains Union X,Closed Domains Meet X



corresponding to the lattice of closed domains and the aggregate
LattStr

 Open Domains of

X,Open Domains Union X,Open Domains Meet X



corresponding to the lattice of open domains, are constructed. From the de nitions of
Closed Domains of X, CLD-Union X, CLD-Meet X, Open Domains of X, OPD-Union X and
OPD-Meet X it follows that these aggregates are structures of the type LattStr (note that
we use here the corresponding abbreviations of these functors). The de nitions of the above
mentioned functors have been done in Mizar as follows.
definition let X be TopSpace;
func Closed_Domains_of X ->
non-empty Subset-Family of the carrier of X means :: TDLAT_1:def 5
it = {A where A is Subset of X : A is_closed_domain};
end;

definition let X be TopSpace;
func Open_Domains_of X ->
non-empty Subset-Family of the carrier of X means :: TDLAT_1:def 9
it = {A where A is Subset of X : A is_open_domain};
end;

definition let X be TopSpace;
func Closed Domains Union X ->
BinOp of Closed Domains of X means :: TDLAT 1:def 6
for A,B being Element of Closed Domains of X holds
it.(A,B) = A B;
synonym CLD-Union X;
end;

[

definition let X be TopSpace;
func Open Domains Union X ->
BinOp of Open Domains of X means :: TDLAT 1:def 10
for A,B being Element of Open Domains of X holds
it.(A,B) = Int(Cl(A B));
synonym OPD-Union X;

[
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end;
definition let X be TopSpace;
func Closed Domains Meet X ->
BinOp of Closed Domains of X means :: TDLAT 1:def 7
for A,B being Element of Closed Domains of X holds
it.(A,B) = Cl(Int(A B));
synonym CLD-Meet X;
end;

\

definition let X be TopSpace;
func Open Domains Meet X ->
BinOp of Open Domains of X means :: TDLAT 1:def 11
for A,B being Element of Open Domains of X holds
it.(A,B) = A B;
synonym OPD-Meet X;
end;

\

In [23], the following two theorems have been proved. Similarly as in the previous case,
we give also the skeleton of the Mizar proof of the rst one. The skeleton of the Mizar proof
of the second one looks the same.
theorem :: TDLAT 1:34
for X being TopSpace holds
LattStr  Closed Domains of X,CLD-Union X,CLD-Meet X

 is

B Lattice;

proof let X be TopSpace;
set L = LattStr  Closed Domains of X,CLD-Union X,CLD-Meet X
L is Lattice
@proof end;
then reconsider L as Lattice;
L is 01 Lattice
@proof end;
then reconsider L as 01 Lattice;
L is C Lattice
@proof end;
then reconsider L as C Lattice;
L is B Lattice
proof
thus L is D Lattice
@proof end;
end;
hence thesis;
end;
theorem :: TDLAT 1:38
for X being TopSpace holds
LattStr  Open Domains of X,OPD-Union X,OPD-Meet X

 is

;

B Lattice;

It follows that the aggregates given above are structures of the type B Lattice. Thus
we can introduce the functors Closed Domains Lattice X and Open Domains Lattice X
as in the following de nitions.
definition let X be TopSpace;
func Closed Domains Lattice X -> B Lattice means :: TDLAT 1:def 8
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it =
LattStr  Closed Domains of X,Closed Domains Union X,Closed Domains Meet X ;
end;
definition let X be TopSpace;
func Open Domains Lattice X -> B Lattice means :: TDLAT 1:def 12
it = LattStr  Open Domains of X,Open Domains Union X,Open Domains Meet X ;
end;

Roughly speaking, for a topological space X the functors Closed Domains Lattice X
and Open Domains Lattice X have meaning of the (Boolean) lattice of all closed domains
of X and of the (Boolean) lattice of all open domains of X , respectively. Basic properties
of these lattices are listed below.
theorem :: TDLAT_2:94
the carrier of Closed_Domains_Lattice X = Closed_Domains_of X;

theorem :: TDLAT_2:103
the carrier of Open_Domains_Lattice X = Open_Domains_of X;

theorem :: TDLAT 2:95
for a, b being Element of Closed Domains Lattice X
for A, B being Element of Closed Domains of X st a = A & b = B holds
a b = A B & a b = Cl(Int(A B));

t

[

u

\

theorem :: TDLAT 2:104
for a, b being Element of Open Domains Lattice X
for A, B being Element of Open Domains of X st a = A & b = B holds
a b = Int(Cl(A B)) & a
b = A B;

t

[

u

\

theorem :: TDLAT 2:96
? (Closed Domains Lattice X) = X &

;

theorem :: TDLAT 2:105
? (Open Domains Lattice X) = X &

;

> (Closed Domains Lattice

> (Open Domains Lattice

X) =

X) =

X;

X;

theorem :: TDLAT 2:97
for a, b being Element of Closed Domains Lattice X
for A, B being Element of Closed Domains of X st a = A & b = B holds
a  b iff A
B;



theorem :: TDLAT 2:106
for a, b being Element of Open Domains Lattice X
for A, B being Element of Open Domains of X st a = A & b = B holds
a  b iff A
B;
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5.3 Sublattices of the lattice of domains

The lattices of all closed domains and of all open domains of a given topological space are
sublattices of the lattice of all domains. It has been proved in [23].
First, it has been proved in fact that the carrier of Closed Domains Lattice X 
the carrier of Domains Lattice X and the carrier of Open Domains Lattice X 
the carrier of Domains Lattice X.
theorem :: TDLAT 1:31
for X being TopSpace holds Closed Domains of X
theorem :: TDLAT 1:35
for X being TopSpace holds Open Domains of X

 Domains of

 Domains of

X;

X;

Next, the following connections between lattice operations in the lattices of domains :
,
and Open Domains Lattice X, have been
observed.

Domains Lattice X Closed Domains Lattice X

theorem :: TDLAT_1:32
for A,B being Element of Closed_Domains_of X holds
(CLD-Union X).(A,B) = (D-Union X).(A,B);

theorem :: TDLAT_1:33
for A,B being Element of Closed_Domains_of X holds
(CLD-Meet X).(A,B) = (D-Meet X).(A,B);

theorem :: TDLAT_1:36
for A,B being Element of Open_Domains_of X holds
(OPD-Union X).(A,B) = (D-Union X).(A,B);

theorem :: TDLAT_1:37
for A,B being Element of Open_Domains_of X holds
(OPD-Meet X).(A,B) = (D-Meet X).(A,B);

These properties have been reformulated as follows.
theorem :: TDLAT_1:39
CLD-Union X = (D-Union X)|[:Closed_Domains_of X,Closed_Domains_of X:];
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theorem :: TDLAT_1:40
CLD-Meet X = (D-Meet X)|[:Closed_Domains_of X,Closed_Domains_of X:];

theorem :: TDLAT_1:42
OPD-Union X = (D-Union X)|[:Open_Domains_of X,Open_Domains_of X:];

theorem :: TDLAT_1:43
OPD-Meet X = (D-Meet X)|[:Open_Domains_of X,Open_Domains_of X:];

Thus according to the de nition of sublattices, given at the end of subsection 4.1, we
can get immediately the following theorems (see [23]).
theorem :: TDLAT_1:41
Closed_Domains_Lattice X is SubLattice of Domains_Lattice X;

theorem :: TDLAT_1:44
Open_Domains_Lattice X is SubLattice of Domains_Lattice X;

5.4 Completeness of the lattices of domains

In [12], it is proved that the lattice of all domains of a given topological space is complete.
First, the following theorem has been formulated. We give also the skeleton of the Mizar
proof of it.
theorem :: TDLAT 2:90
for F being Subset of Domains Lattice X
ex a being Element of Domains Lattice X st F is less than a &
for b being Element of Domains Lattice X st F is less than b holds a  b;
proof
let G be Subset of Domains Lattice X;
G
the carrier of Domains Lattice X by AXIOMS:2;
then INC: G
Domains of X by TDLAT 2:86;
then reconsider F = G as Subset-Family of X by TOPS 2:3;
set A = (union F) (Int Cl(union F));
F is domains-family by INC,TDLAT 2:65;
then A is domain by TDLAT 2:68;
then A
C where C is Subset of X : C is domain ;
then A Domains of X by TDLAT 1:def 1;
then A the carrier of Domains Lattice X by TDLAT 2:86;
then reconsider a = A as Element of Domains Lattice X;





[

2f
2
2

g
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take a;
LS: G is less than a
@proof
end;
for b being Element of Domains Lattice X st G is less than b holds a
@proof
end;
hence thesis by LS;
end;

 b

Next, according to the de nition of complete lattices, given in the subsection 4.3, from
this theorem we can get immediately the following one (see [23]).
theorem :: TDLAT_2:91
Domains_Lattice X is complete;

In the same way the completeness of the lattices of closed domains and of open domains
has been proved (comp. [2], [16]).
theorem :: TDLAT 2:98
for F being Subset of Closed Domains Lattice X
ex a being Element of Closed Domains Lattice X st
F is less than a &
for b being Element of Closed Domains Lattice X st
F is less than b holds a  b;
theorem :: TDLAT 2:107
for F being Subset of Open Domains Lattice X
ex a being Element of Open Domains Lattice X st
F is less than a &
for b being Element of Open Domains Lattice X st
F is less than b holds a  b;

theorem :: TDLAT_2:99
Closed_Domains_Lattice X is complete;

theorem :: TDLAT_2:108
Open_Domains_Lattice X is complete;

6 The lattice of domains of an extremally disconnected
space
In [11], a condition whether the lattice of all domains of a given topological space is Boolean
has been done. Namely, the lattice of all domains of a topological space X is Boolean if and
only if X is extremally disconnected. The aim of this section is to present this result. We
start with the properties of the lattice of domains of extremally disconnected spaces.
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reserve X for extremally_disconnected TopSpace;

theorem :: TDLAT_3:41
Domains_of X = Closed_Domains_of X;

theorem :: TDLAT_3:42
D-Union X = CLD-Union X & D-Meet X = CLD-Meet X;

theorem :: TDLAT_3:43
Domains_Lattice X = Closed_Domains_Lattice X;

theorem :: TDLAT_3:44
Domains_of X = Open_Domains_of X;

theorem :: TDLAT_3:45
D-Union X = OPD-Union X & D-Meet X = OPD-Meet X;

theorem :: TDLAT_3:46
Domains_Lattice X = Open_Domains_Lattice X;

theorem :: TDLAT 3:47
for A, B being Element of Domains of X holds
(D-Union X).(A,B) = A
B & (D-Meet X).(A,B) = A

[

\ B;

theorem :: TDLAT 3:48
for a, b being Element of Domains Lattice X
for A, B being Element of Domains of X st a = A & b = B holds
a b = A B & a b = A B;

t

[

u

\

In [11] the following lattice-theoretic characterization of extremally disconnected spaces
has been obtained. It says that a topological space is extremally disconnected if and only if
its lattice of all domains is modular. We give below the Mizar proof of it.
reserve X for TopSpace;
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theorem :: TDLAT_3:51
X is extremally_disconnected iff Domains_Lattice X is M_Lattice;

proof
CAR: Domains Lattice X =
LattStr  Domains of X,D-Union X,D-Meet X

 by

TDLAT 1:def 4;

thus X is extremally_disconnected implies Domains_Lattice X is M_Lattice
proof
assume X is extremally_disconnected;
then Domains_Lattice X = Open_Domains_Lattice X by TDLAT_3:46;
then Domains_Lattice X is D_Lattice by LATTICES:def 14;
hence Domains_Lattice X is M_Lattice by LATTICES:35;
end;
assume MD: Domains_Lattice X is M_Lattice;
assume not X is extremally_disconnected;
then consider D being Subset of X such that
DOM: D is_domain and NEQ: Int Cl D <> Cl Int D by TDLAT_3:36;
set A = Int Cl D, C = Cl Int D, B = C`;
ODCD: A is_open_domain & C is_closed_domain by TDLAT_1:23,22;
then ACD: A is_domain & C is_domain by TOPS_1:106,107;
B` is_closed_domain by ODCD,PRE_TOPC:20;
then B is_open_domain by TOPS_1:101;
then B is_domain by TOPS_1:107;

g

2f

then B
E where E is Subset of X : E is domain ;
then reconsider b = B
as Element of Domains Lattice X by CAR,TDLAT 1:def 1;
657 : A
E where E is Subset of X : E is domain by ACD;
then AD: A Domains of X by TDLAT 1:def 1;
reconsider a = A
as Element of Domains Lattice X by CAR,TDLAT 1:def 1, 657 ;
658 : C
E where E is Subset of X : E is domain by ACD;
then CD: C Domains of X by TDLAT 1:def 1;
reconsider c = C

2f
2

g

2f
2

g
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as Element of Domains Lattice X by CAR,TDLAT 1:def 1, 658 ;
A
D & D
C by DOM,TOPS 1:def 6;
then A
C by BOOLE:29;
then MODEQ: a  c by AD,CD,TDLAT 2:89;
ODE: A = Int Cl A by ODCD,TOPS 1:def 8;
EIN: B C = X by TOPS 1:12;
AEM: A
X = A
by PRE TOPC:11
.= A by BOOLE:60;
b c = Cl(Int(B C)) (B C) by CAR,TDLAT 2:87
.= X by EIN,TOPS 1:4;
then LS: a (b c) = Int(Cl A) A by CAR,TDLAT 2:87,AEM
.= A by ODE,BOOLE:62;
CDE: C = Cl Int C by ODCD,TOPS 1:def 7;
TR: B = Int (Int D)` by TDLAT 3:4
.= Int Cl D` by TDLAT 3:3;
CDCL: Cl D is closed by PCOMPS 1:4;
Cl(A B) = Cl A Cl B by PRE TOPC:50
.= Cl Int(Cl D Cl D`) by TR,CDCL,TDLAT 1:6
.= Cl Int Cl(D D`) by PRE TOPC:50
.= Cl Int Cl X by TOPS 1:11
.= Cl Int X by TOPS 1:27
.= Cl X by TOPS 1:43
.= X by TOPS 1:27;
then a b = Int( X) (A B) by CAR,TDLAT 2:87
.= X (A B) by TOPS 1:43
.= X by TOPS 1:2;
then (a b) c = Cl(Int( X C)) ( X C) by CAR,TDLAT 2:87
.= Cl(Int C) ( X C) by TOPS 1:3
.= Cl(Int C) C by TOPS 1:3
.= C by CDE,BOOLE:65;
hence contradiction by NEQ,LS,MODEQ,MD,LATTICES:def 6;
end;
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From this theorem it follows the other lattice-theoretic characterization of extremally
disconnected spaces (comp. [11]). Namely, a topological space is extremally disconnected
if and only if its lattice of all domains is Boolean. We give also the Mizar proof of this
theorem.
theorem :: TDLAT_3:55
X is extremally_disconnected iff Domains_Lattice X is B_Lattice;

proof
thus X is extremally_disconnected implies Domains_Lattice X is B_Lattice
proof
assume X is extremally_disconnected;
then Domains_Lattice X = Open_Domains_Lattice X by TDLAT_3:46;
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hence thesis;
end;
assume Domains_Lattice X is B_Lattice;
then Domains_Lattice X is D_Lattice by LATTICES:def 14;
then Domains_Lattice X is M_Lattice by LATTICES:35;
hence X is extremally_disconnected by TDLAT_3:51;
end;

Remarks. Because of the clustering constructions in Mizar, the following (true) sentence
requires a single direct justi cation only by the theorem given above.
for X being discrete TopSpace holds
Domains_Lattice X is Boolean Lattice by TDLAT_3:55;

But the following Mizar sentence is incorrect.
for X being almost_discrete TopStruct holds
Domains_Lattice X is modular by TDLAT_3:51;
::>

*103

The Mizar analyzer reports an error 103:

.

Unknown functor
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